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Gilbert D.McCann, Ph.D., M.S.
. Master of Thunderbolts, too
!
E
MODERN FARADAY CAGE. Three million volts of man-
made lightning hit a car in Westinghouse High ^'oltage
Laboratories, while Dr. (iilbert D. Mct'ann sits safely at
the wheel. Dr. McCann . . . co-inventor of the "fulchrono-
graph" for timing and measnring the intensity of thunder-
bolts . . . joined Westinghonse in 19,'i!), after receiving degrees
of M.S. and Ph.D. at the < alifornia Institute of Technology.
VERY TIME you take a hreath, 175 thunderbolts
CTa.sh to earth somewhere.
These lightning strokes, streaking down at 600
million miles an hour, are charged with torrents of
electrical power ... as much as 200,000 amperes, at
pressures as high as 25,000,000 volts.
No wonder protection against lightning has been a
major problem to utility companies . . . such a problem
that, up to a few years ago, lightning frequently shut
down power service to industry.
Today, a properly designed power line is not likely
to be put out of service by lightning more than once
in 5 or 10 years!
Dr. Gilbert D. McCann and Charles F. Wagner,
Westinghonse engineers, have done much to make
this possible through their studies of natural thunder-
bolts and laboratory lightning.
One of their contributions is the "fulchronograph"
which automatically times natural lightning strokes
and measures their intensity. Oscillographs and movie
cameras also are used to photograph the celestial
fireworks.
These mechanical "eyes" . . . perched high on the
top of scores of tall buildings, smoke stacks, and
transmission-line towers
. . .
are constantly collecting
facts about lightning phenomena that were never
known before. Facts about "cold" lightning, of ter-
rific blasting power. Facts about "hot" lightning, the
incendiary bomb of the sky.
Still further knowledge is gained from the study of
artificial lightning . . . made in the Westinghonse High
Voltage Laboratories. This man-made lightning is used
to bombard insulators, lightning arresters, and other
protective devices to test their efficiency.
These studies are constantly adding to the store of
"know how" in the field of power transmission. As a
result, Westinghonse engineers have been able to
design and build lightning arresters and ground-wire
systems that tame the wildest thunderbolt.
The work done by Dr. McCann is contributing
mightily to America's war effort by helping to keep
electric power flowing night and day to our vast war
industries ... as well as by protecting ordnance plants
from destruction by lightning.
America needs .scientists an<l engineers as never
before ... to help solve the technical problems of
modern warfare and to rebuild the world when the
last shot is fired.
Nearly 300 young engineering graduates joined
Westinghonse last Spring to carry on this work. In the
Class of '43 there will be many graduates who will
hav'e an equal chance to help win the war . . . and
the peace to come . . . with Westinghonse.
Westinghouse ^
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STABILIZED SOIL
By J. S. CRANDELL
Professor of Hi/^hway Engineering
To build your house out of your own cellar excavation
seems to many people to be a sort of Alice-in-Wonderlanil
trick. But it is being done, and the resultuig house is ex-
cellent. Hundreds of years ago the Indians of our south-
west and of Mexico built adobe houses, and the descendants
of those men are living in the same homes today. It is
doubtful if there are any dwellings in the rest of the world
that are as old and still in use.
But— if long drenching rains should attack those adobe
houses, or if the rivers suddenly rose and encompassed
them, the mud that they are built of would soon be washed
away, and the houses would be a bad dream. There are
mud housese in Kansas, Wyoming and other western states
that have lasted well if they have had good roofs to deflect
the rains; these are known as sod houses. There are many
people in the United States today who were reared in
these sod houses. They are strong advocates of such con-
struction, for, as they say, a sod house is cool in summer
and warm in winter, and its cost is almost nothing. Why
don't we build more of them?
Side view of tlie lour room adobe lioiiit' liuilt on Poplar (Jrove
Plantation in Adams County, Mississippi in 1!K{!I.
Photo of a four room dwelling' house built ol stal>ili/t'cl hricU
in Mississippi.
cellent home, garage, chicken coop, hog house, tool shed,
or other building from his own back yard. We have a
bulletin, No. iZi, Experiment Station of the University of
Illinois that tells you just how to go about the work. It
was written by Mr. E. L. Hansen who investigated many
emulsions, many soils, and laid up many building blocks
in order to determine what was best. He determined that
the soil should have about a quarter of its bulk in fine
materials, and that about 10 per cent of asphalt emulsion
should be added. This mix is made in as small sized
concrete mixer. The earth then can be tamped into forms
for the walls, or it can be made into blocks or bricks. The
latter can then be laid up just as is done with concrete
blocks. If a cellar is dug first, then a wooden floor is laid
for the ground floor, and the cellar floor is laid with
stabilized earth.
Window frames and doors are made of wood, and
these can be bought from any carpenter shop, or by mail
from mail-order houses. The roof is cheaply made of
|ilanks overlaid with tar or asphalt and roofing paper. This
(Continued on page 14)
The sod houses that have heretofore been built have
been makeshifts. No one who knew anything about archi-
tecture ever designed them, and the crudest methods were
used in their construction. They are, for the most part,
ugly, uiigaiiih', and ill-suited to our 1942 ideas of gadgetry.
If we could make our mud housese waterproof so that they
might look more like the general line of homes we would
attain our end of building a home that would give us just
what we long have wanted — something for (almost)
nothing.
We now have done that. We have stabilized the mud.
We have made it waterproof, and at a minimum cost. We
have added a small amount of a bituminous material, known
as asphalt emulsion, to the earth we can dig up almost
anywhere, and the result is a water-proof, temperature-
proof, rat-proof, bug-proof, snake-proof, fool-proof buihling
material. Any man, if he isn't too lazy, can make an ex-
Kear view of corn potato liouse, sliowinj; windows lor lif;lit and
ventilation. A cistern built of 4\S\18 in<li stabilized adobe
bricks is used to catch rain water from the roof for farm use.
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E.E/s Brain Trust Smashed by M.E.'s
By DEAN MADDEN. M.E. '43
E. E. Line-up . . .
Parker Ellsworth
Pete Fenoglio
George Oberle
Richard Shoulders
M. E. Line-up . . .
Paul Salerno
Bob Kraft
Robert B. Browne
Dean Madden
On October 7 the sparks flew and the wind blew as
the sons of Faraday took on the superheated power house
boys from the Mechanical Engineering Lab in the annual
Battle of Brains. The reason being to settle the long and
heated debate of whether electrical engineers with their
high frequency brain cells were at match for the smooth
riuining and well oiled involute gears which are constantly
clicking in the heads of the mechanical engineers.
Professor A. R. "Buck" Knight, a prejudiced but well
meaning and harmless Electrical Engineer, was the mastei
of ceremonies and did an excellent job of "Kay Kiscring"
the whole affair. It was Prof. Knight who first originated
the idea of this contest three years ago and who donated
the famous "Buck Knight Trophy" which has become the
symbol of intellectual superiority in the College of Engi-
neering.
This trophy consists of a thimble with a collar button
as a base and two pieces of copper wire as handles. There
is a very sigiu'ficant meaning to the parts of the trophy.
The thimble is a symbol of industry. The collar button
signifies the eternal search, and the copper handles signify
flexibility and adaptability. These are all qualities you will
find in a successful engineer.
The questions, which were stricth non-engineering of
the L.A.&S. type were submitted by \arious members of
the faculty who seem apt at asking embarrassing questions.
Among some of the questions asked were found these brain-
teasers.
1. In what department of the University of Illinois
would be following courses be taught? a) Cosmetics, b)
Institution Management, c) Comparative neurologv, and
d) Ovid.
A Kriiiip of jubilant M.E.'s and others insperting the trophj
beins held by Paul Salerno.
\'ernon IJ.vdbeeU, president of .A.I.K.K., presenting the coveted
'|5u(k Knight Trophy" to Paul Salerno, president of A.S.M.K.,
as Professor Kni4;ht loidis on. (The seore, incidentally,
was 110 to I'.'!).)
2. Sixth and John Street is to Wright and Green
Street as Mathews and Califortiia is to and
;>
3. In which of the following is "contumeh" correctly
used: (a) The shj' girl behaved decorously and contumely.
(b) A fashionable young matron should dress herself con-
tumely, (c) Because of contumely he was charged with
contempt of coiu't.
4. Name the composers of the following operas: (a)
Barber of Seville, (b) Scherazade, (c) Tannhaeuser, (d)
Aida, and (e) Mikado.
5. Idetify the following men prominent in foreign
countries: (a) Nehru; (b) Serrano; (c) Hu Shih; and
(d) Castillo.
Answers to these questions will be found at the end
of the article. Test your own knowledge by writing down
what you know and then looking at the answers. It is
obvious that the contest was a real test of the mental ca-
pacities of the combatants.
The battle raged with a fury only excelled by Stalin-
grad with each side slugging and punching toe to toe. At
the end of the first round the defending champions were
in the lead, but by the half the fighting power house boys
finally had gotten their steam up and had forged into the
lead. They never lost it. Their redesigned supercharger
(The details of which are a military secret) had done
the trick. They had won the "Buck Knight Trophy."
Broken hearted and dejected Jay Hinchcliffe of the
A.I.E.E. presented Paul Salerno, president of A.S.M.E.,
((yoritinutti on page 11)
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COMMUNICATIONS
. . . directing arm of combat
"Get the message through!" That's the
tradition of the men who wear this insig-
nia.Of the 18,000 BellSystem people now
io the armed forces, nearly 4,500 are with
the Signal Corps. Young men can serve
their country and obtain specialized train-
ing in communications in this great branch
of the Army.
and Western Electri^ equipment goes to every battle front
Army planes fly and fight with
Western Electric radio command
sets, which keep the planes of a
squadron in contact ivith each
otherand with the groundforces.
Wherever American soldiersfight
in tanks, they get their orders over
Westerti Electric radio sets— vital
in coordinating today's mechan-
ized warfare.
Observers reportfront-line action to
Army commanders over Western
Electric field telephones, field wire,
field switchboards.
A major source for this specialized
equipment is Western Electric—for 60
years manufacturer for the Bell System
— one industry with over 70,000
skilled men and w^omen dedicated to
^'keep 'em in contact"
Western Etectric
ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS
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A. S. C E. Annual SMOKER
By WILLIAM G. MURPHY, G.E. '43
This meeting of the A.S.C.E. was typical of most of the first
meetings of the departmental organizations all over the campus
E. E., M. E. BRAIN BATTLE
( (^tjiitiiund from Page S)
the coveted award as newsmen and photographers went
wild.
The judges in whose hands the fate of the contestants
lay were Dean H. H. Jordan, Professor Babbitt of Civil
Engineering, and Professor Lansford of the T.&.A. M.
department.
Highlight of the humor of the evening was when the
question was asked, "What is a fresh-water college?"
(No. 1 M. K. ) snapped back. "A school of fish", which
promptly blew four fuses in the E. E.'s circuit.
-ik ^ ^
Here are the answers to the quiz questions.
1. (a) Pharmacy, (b) Home Economics, (c) Anatomy,
and (d) Classics (Latin).
2. Goodwin and Illinois intersection.
3. Because of contumely (insolence) he was charged
with contempt of court.
4. (a) Rossini, (b) Rimsk\-Korsokoff, (c) Wagner,
(d) Verdi, and (e) Sullivan.
5. (a) Leader in India, (b) ex- foreign minister of
Spain, (c) e.\-ambassador from China to the I nited States,
(d) President of Argentina.
TO THE FRESHMEN . . .
I've found three things hard to do in m\ life: one was
to climb a fence leaning towards me, another was to kiss
a girl leaning away from me and the last is to jiiake a
sales talk. I have done the first, I won't commit myself
on the second, and I'll let you be the judge on the last.
I want to say to all the new freshmen that you have
picked the hardest field of endeavour on the campus, but
you were fortunate in picking the finest engineering school
in the country. It is easy to prove that statement without
getting very technical. When you first came to the campus
5'ou saw several students representing countries in four
corners of the world. They didn't take the trouble to come
here because of the women on the other side of Green Street
—that you probably found out your first day too.
Getting serious for a minute we of The Technoi/raph
staff realize the reputation of our college and we would
like to do our part to uphold it. With your support of
the magazine we can. All the good things in engineering
aren't down in text books yet; we attempt to give )ou
some of those and in addition we hope to help you pick
3'our field in engineering so that \ou will be able to move
right along in your curriculum.
Another thing you probably noticed was the big build-
ing shaped like an I over in the northwest corner of the
campus. Get o\er there to look around the first chance
that >'ou get. No one minds your looking around as long
as you don't tear up some $50,(^00 experiment or push a
lever on the 3-milIion pound testing machine.
Don't let an\' upper classmen fool you into thinking
that they know how to use all the scales on the big slide
rules that everyone carries. I can tell you right now that
you don't need a 10 inch log log decitrig slide rule, but you
might as well get one since people will refuse to gi\e you
credit for being an engineer luiless you carry one.
Did any of you know that Moses was an engineer?
The Bible (still the best seller of all time) says that he
smote the rock and water gushed forth.
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POWER
To Win A Wa
p^r^^^.
Behind the guns—behind the machines and the motors
that drive them — is steam, "prime mover" of ail
industry. • Each time we find a way to squeeze an
extra B.T.U. from a pound of coal or a gallon of oil,
industrial output is accelerated and implements of
war rush sooner to waiting hands at the front. Because
B&W engineers have always been the first to origi-
nate major improvements in boilers, Babcock &
Wilcox has become America's largest producer of
steam generating equipment. • Today, all our efforts
* are devoted to helping
utilities and industrial
plants produce the pow-
er to win this war. In
the victorious tomorrow,
we shall stand ready to
serve you whose hands
will guide the future of
American industry.
FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET
"The Design Of Water-Tube
Boiler Units." Not a manuul
of design, this interesting
hook explains what types of
boilers are used for the most
common types of service and
uhy. Your copy will be sent
on request.
THE BABCOCK twaCOX COMPANY 85 IIBEUTT STBEtT .... NEW YQBK
BABCOCK & WILCOX
\jne or many new Aiiis-\.naimers«
turbines which are helping to pov
greatest war production effort in hll
Bundles for
Berlin...
Power for
Pittsburgh!
ALLIS-CHALMERS
EQUIPMENT HELPS
MAKE BOTH
i
f\^
)\
S.
Ore for Giant Aerial Torpedoes and bombs is mined with Allis-Chalmers equipment.
"A. HITLER, BERLIN, GERMAN
That's what we'd Hke to label just one ol
thousands of tons of ore which Allis-( "liali
equipment is helping to mine and turn
aerial torpedoes and bombs!
And that turbine above is another A
Chalmers product that will soon be tur
out trouble for Hitler—supplyin<^ pu\^,-
great war plants—helping to make Aurti
soldiers the best equipped in the world.
These are just two examples of how tl
ALLI T
OFFERS EVERY MANUFACTURER EQUIPMENT AND ENGINEERINi
ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
STEAM AND
HYDRAULIC TURBINES
MOTORS ( TEXROPE
v-sar DRIVES
BLOWERS AND
COMPRESSORS
ENGINES AND
CONDENSERS
CENTRIFUel
PUMPS
I
of Allis-Chalmers people are fighting
sis—are icorkingfor Victory!
?r 1,600 Allis-Chalmers products are
ng in the Battle of Production. And our
jrative Engineering service is helping
rs 'produce more— not just with new ma-
!, but with machines now on hand!
s production experience will be of added
when the war is over. AVe work for
ry—we plan for Peace
!
-ChALGIERS Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
8 out of 10 loaves of bread in U.S.
are made with the aid of A-C farm
and flour mill equipment.
VICTORY NEWS
Washington, D. C— Keels for more
than 140 "Liberty" ships have been laid
and more than 60 ships have been launched
from ways which did not even exist before
19-11. Original schedules have already been
more than doubled.
To set the fastest shipbuilding record in
history, mass production principles are
used. More than 500 makers are feeding
parts to Liberty waj'S.
From Allis-Chalmers, one of the most
important of the contributing firms, comes
products ranging from machine-gun cool-
ing pumps to propulsion shafting.
Three-Stage High Speed Pump is in-
spected as it leaves A-C shops for a mili-
tary destination. Equipment includes
Allis-Chalmers motors and switchgear.
MiiwaukeejWis. — Mosquito boats no
loufitT have to use their motors to recharge
their batteries— small Allis-Chalmers rec-
tifier units now do this job.
This unit is the newest means of obtain-
ing nominal d.c. current from existing a.c.
power lint-s. It eliminates need for keeping
ships motors running for battery charging
on shore. It also aids coast defense by help-
ing to supply power for shore searchlights.
Industrial plants are also using the new
unit to supply small amounts of d.c. for
individual drives on planers and other ma-
chines, in laboratories for testing purposes,
and in tool rooms.
FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds
WE WORK FOR
^VICTORY
[ WE PLAN FOR
' PEACE
iTION TO HELP INCREASE PRODUCTION IN THESE FIELDS... ^^T/'^^
R AND SAW
EQUIPMENT
CHEMICAL PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
CRUSHING, CEMENT &
MINING MACHINERY
BOILER FEED
WATER SERVICE
\^v?^'~
POWER FARMING
MACHINERY
I
INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS |
& ROAD MACHINERY
The Value of Cultlira I Subjects
... TO THE ENGINEER
By PAUL SALERNO, M.E. '43
Each spring, the pledges to Tau Beta Pi compete with other
pledges all over the country in a theme writing contest. This
was the prize-winning theme chosen to represent the Illinois
chapter in th national contest
The engineer of today has secluded himself in a narrow
field of specialization, sometimes losing sight of even the
effects of his own work upon the world surrounding him.
He cares little and knows little of cultural subjects, probably
believing that broad knowledge of the fine arts, literature,
history and philosophy is incompatible with his own branch
of knowledge.
An appreciation and interest in these subjects enriches
the personality, teaches higher standards of taste and morals,
instills qualities of leadership and promotes good citizen-
ship. In art and literature is the revelation of genius; the
residts of a creative mind. The engineer possesses a sense
of values which enable him to appreciate the highest attain-
ments in any field, and although the very best in music
and literature is available to everyone, he denies himself
the many hours of entertainment and pleasiu'e which might
be his. The engineer should learn to live as well as earn
a living. He should learn to appreciate the subtle values
of life as well as the material.
It is unfortunate that time for cultural studies in the
undergraduate engineer's curriculum is unavailable. If there
were time, however, it would be difficult to arouse cultural
interests in a mind which sets such great store by the
practical. It is necessary that the student himself realize
the benefits resulting from a study and appreciation of
cultural subjects. He can grasp the significance of world
events and learn to rationalize and reason onl\ through
such study and appreciation.
A mere knowledge of facts pertaining to cultural sub-
jects is insufficient. It is necessary to differentiate between
knowledge and wisdom. Knowing that Beethoven's Fif/h
Sy IIIphony is musically of a higher caliber than R'isc O'Day,
or that the Cathedral of Notre Dame is a better example
of Gothic architecture than the Tribune Tower, is
knowledge but knowing why constitutes wisdom. Since
the world is looking more and more to the professional
man for leadership and inspiration, wisdom becomes a
necessary quality. A profession which is enjoying the grow-
ing esteem of society cannot afiord to admit inferior men.
Today the engineer must be a judge of social, political
and ethical situations as well as technical problems. This
calls for a higher type of personalitv than was formerly
thought adequate.
The comple.x social and economic problems of the
present can be analyzed through an understanding of the
problems of the past. The world has progressed in the
field of science since the time of Aristotle. We know that
the science of that day is false, but the political and social
problems remain the same. For example, the historian
realizes that the happenings of the last few years are a
re-enactment of the Peloponnesian Wars and that un-
employment and strikes were problems of antiquity as well
as of today. It is revealing to discover that men in the
past faced their problems with clear vision and fortitude.
The study and resulting appreciation of cultural sub-
jects has a more significant influence upon the engineer
than the enrichment of his personality or the instillation
of qualities of leadership and good judgment. An educated
and cultured professional group forms a bidwark against
the evil effects of totalitarianism, (jovernments which
emphasize the extreme importance of race, state, or class
subdue personality and individual achievement and utilize
the neutral forces of science and technology for vicious
purposes. The fury and intensity of the attack which has
been launclied against our country is a direct result of
\ears of misdirected scientific and technological advance-
ment. If the democratic way of life is to survive after the
present war has ended we must have a professional group
possessing high ethical and moral standards. Those re-
sponsible for technological advancement must direct such
advancement toward a humanistic goal. They must create
instead of destrov. Thev must liberate instead of enslave.
STABILIZED SOIL (Contmurd from Mac ?)
is then coated with tar or asphalt and shingles made out
of emulsified earth laid on top.
Mr. Chandler Emer\', of Jackson, Mississippi, has
biult a number of these inexpensive housese on his planta-
tion, and he writes that they have all been successful.
Some illustrations of these houses are shown here. In
addition there are some very beautiful homes around Holly-
wood that have been built by this method for our mo\ie
actors and actresses. These homes are expensive, ornate,
and in excellent taste. So we have from the cheapest to
the expensive types built of earth, and serving their purposes
alike of giving our people their homes built out of their
own property.
If vou are interested then get Bulletin No. 3,xi.
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^ou have TWO kinds
ofFuture
The dominant consideration, now, is
your immediate future. Many of you are
enlisted in the reserve, or are already com-
missioned. You do have a valuable training
which the country needs in this emergency.
Make every day count in perfecting that
training.
The war you will undoubtedly help to
fight is not a nice war. But as we see it, the
United Nations intend that it shall have not
only a victorious ending, but also a hopeful
ending—hopeful in the sense that we shall
have a peace in which our goal shall be jobs
for all men.
You have a right to know that industry is
even now beginning to dream up the where-
withal for thosejobs—^new things to make,
and new ways to make old things better.
A lot of everyday sort of men, many of
them very much like yourself, doing this
kind of thinking in the past, are the reason
Alcoa Aluminum became the leader in the
aluminum business. They are the reason
Alcoa Aluminum will have such a big part
in the future.
Call this kind of thinking Imagineering
—letting your imagination, soar and then
engineering it down to earth. It is perhaps
the most important talent a man can have. It
is the point of view that industry will
always need, and use, to make America a
better place to live in.
There is no "pay-off" in this little mes-
sage. We just wanted to have you know that
folks like us can be completely devoted to
high-speed war production, and have an
eye on a good future for all men, at the
same time.
A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
ALCOA ALUMINUM
• This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to
understand ivhat ive do and ivhat sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.
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NAMES
/;/ the news
By WILLIAM R. SGHMITZ, Ch. E. '45
ik -U -^
RAY BOHMAN
Scholar, statesinan, soldier, ami gentleman, that is the
title that rightly belongs to Ray Bohman. Ray is a
Mechanical Lngineer and has done very well tor himself
in his four years at Illinois. There are many engineers
that would like to ha\e his high scholastic average.
Ray is a member of Pershing Rifles, Scabbard and
Hlade, Tau Nu Tau, Phi Kta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Pi
Tau Sigma, and is Cadet Lieutenant-Colonel of the Engi-
neers. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of
the Y..\LC.A.
Military has claimed quite a bit of Ray's time while
here at the University, but he says that he has enjoyed it
more than anything else. Last winter, Ray received the
Chicago Tribune award for having the highest scholastic
and military average among the juniors in advanced
R.O.T.C. He still claims that his greatest thrill came last
spring when he was one of the floor marshals for the
(jrand March at the Military Ball.
Bob's father is also a chemical engineer and so Bob
is more or less following in his father's footsteps. Sporting
a very nifty 4.77 scholastic average. Bob is doing some
research this semester. Right now he is working out a
new catalytic process by which he can obtain butadiene for
making synthetic rubber.
Bob has a variety of hobbies, and among those which
he lists are: airplane flying, fishing, cooking, dancing, and
sports of all kinds, especially swimming. He is also quite
an expert on movies and theatrical productions. Bob has
had several courses in play-directing and is well-informed
on all such matters.
The new co-eds that h.i\e appeared on the campus
this semester seem to be much improved according to Bob.
Bob is quite a ladies man when it comes to escorting the
girls around campus and taking in the social events. How-
ever, when he graduates in Jiuie, he thinks that he will
go over to Ohio State to see what they have over there.
He plans to get his Master's degree at Ohio State. Bob
thinks the best thing he has accomplished so far is the
friends he has made here at school, especially those at
.\LR.H.
MYRON PFEIFER
KAV DALK
Whoever said that athletics and engineering didn't mix-
can go to Myron Pfeifer as a living example. Myron has
earned two letters on the varsity squad, having also made
his numerals as a freshman. He is a senior in the chemical
engineering school with a 3.9 average to his credit.
When I went over to see Myron, I interrupted a bridge
game long enough to talk to him. Bridge is one of his
favorite pastimes which he finds time for now and then
in the midst of his studies and football. He has acquired
the nickname "Pfeif" from the fellows at the Sigma Chi
house where he is a member.
^'Lvron seems to be a stead\' man where women are
concerned. His one and only lives just across the street
in Presby Hall. She has had his pin for nearly a year now.
Concerning his plans after graduation, Myron is as
uncertain as most of us who aren't in the advanced course
in military. As a chemical engineer, he is deferred until
graduation. After that he will either go into the army
or into some chemical defense industry.
Myron hails from Illiopolis, which is right in the heart
of Illinois. While in high school he also played football.
His position on the team is quarterback, and he has the
all-important job of calling plays. He was at the helm
when Illinois made three of her touchdowns over Butler.
((Continued on paye 1^
)
This fair-haired son of Alpha, Illinois has gi\en the
folks back home plenty of reasons to be proud of him.
He and his roommate spend a good bit of their spare
time in making and designing miruature electric motors,
and they actually run. He also spends quite a bit of time
over in the T.A.M. department testing railway carwheels
and brake shoes. And like all the rest of the engineers
on the campus, he thinks Illinois can't be beaten in engi-
neering.
BOB ST. JOHN
That engineer you see over there behind all those test
tubes, retorts, and distilling flasks, is none other than our
old friend, Bob St. John, chemical engineer extraordinary.
Bob is a member of Phit Eta Sigma, Omega Chi Epsilon,
A.I.Ch.E., and Pierrots. He is also the juiu'or manager
of the Theater CJuild.
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While
Victorq is being won
' prepare for the work of
^^•"-wy
TO ASSURE VICTORY
peace. Learn to know |5 .
qour bearings.
t\rW American planes, tanks, trucks, guns and
warships are doing an outstanding job in the fight for free-
dom because, in addition to being good all-around engineers,
their designers know their bearings.
After Victory, when we have made sure that the things our
forefathers fought and died for shall not perish from the
earth, "knowing your bearings" will be one of the most im-
portant assets you or any young engineer can possess.
For when the tremendous work of reconstruction starts,
machines of all kinds will be required to have higher speeds,
greater precision and endurance and be more economical to
operate and maintain than ever before.
In achieving these objectives, Timken Tapered Roller Bear-
ings will be used to an even greater extent than in the past
because of their ability to meet—and beat—any and every
bearing condition that might develop.
Now is the time to learn to know your Timken Bearings.
Our engineers will be glad to help you.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY. CANTON, OHIO
Manufacturers of Timlcen Tapered Roller Bearings
for automobiles, motor trucks, railroad cars and
locomotives and all kinds of industrial machinery;
Timlcen Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless
Tubing; and Timken Rock Bits,
TIMK£N
TRADE-MARK REG U 8. PAT OFF.
TAPfm ROLLEB BEARIHGS
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Our Societies
By BYRON WELSH, M. E. '43
TAU BETA PI
Tail Beta Pi. all-engineering scholastic honorary tra-
ternity, started off the year with a steak try on Oc-
tober 2. It was sponsored by Professor Espy, the faculty
adviser, who with the help of Mrs. Espy, gave the fellows
a fine feed with plenty of applie pie. Rides out to the
farm where it was held were furnished by Mr. Faucett
and Mr. Shedd of the electrical and civil engineering de-
partments, respectively. A smoker for rushees was held
on October 15 by the members. The officers for the
year are
:
Ralph R. Paxton President
Jay E. Hinchcliffe Vice-President
Allen M. Henningsen (jorrespondiny Secretary
Robert J. Kallal Recording Secretary
George F. Asselin Treasurer
Martin Knell Master of Initiation
A. S. GH. E.
The American Society of Chemical Engineers announced
their officers for the coming year.
Homer Pratt President
Kenneth R. Nickolls Secretary
Richard O. Wilson Treasurer
Their first meeting was a get-acquainted smoker at
the Alpha Chi Sigma house on September 23. The faculty
was introduced to the freshmen and refreshments were
served. Lieutenant-Colonel Hood of the cavalry gave a
talk at their next meeting on October 13.
KERAMOS
Keramos is a professional honorary fraternity for ce-
ramists. The purpose of the organization is to foster
alumni relationships, help orient freshmen, and to help
around the department in any way possible. Their new
officers are
:
Earl Smith President
Vaughn Seitzinger Jlce-President
C. Leroy Tinner Secretary-Treasurer
Francis Wright Warden
PI TAU SIGMA
Pi Tau Sigma is the mechanical engineering honorary
fraternity. It's facidty adviser or sponsor is Professor Mac-
intire. The first meeting was held Thursday, (October <S
in the L?nion Building. Plans were laid for the fall rush-
ing, pledging, and initiation proceedings. At the head of
the organization are
:
George .Mays President
William .Mareneck Vice-President
Dale Hankins (Jorrespondiny Secretary
Oliver Schmidt Treasurer
S. B. A. C. S.
The Student Branch of the American Ceramics Society
held a picnic at Crystal Lake park September 23. They
had a good ball game and plenty of food. Their first
regular meeting was held on October 7. Their officers are:
Poyson Shonkwiler President
Earl Smith Vice-President
Jack Graham Treasurer
Gordon Q. Johnson Actinij Secretary
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SIGM.A TAU
Sigma Tau, another all-engineering honorary, held their
first meeting in the Union Building on September 30.
They discussed plans for their rushing smoker and initiation
procedure. They are planning on entertainment for their
meetings from oft" the engineering campus. The officers
for the coming year are:
Otto Johnson President
Ben Muirheid Vice-President
Martin Knell Secretary
Byron Welsh Treasurer
M. I. S.
The Mineral Industries Society is a departmental organ-
ization affiliated with The American Institute of Mining
and Metallurgical Engineering. Their first meeting was
on October 1 ; the purpose of which was to acquaint all
underclassmen with the faculty and the facilities of the
metallurgical engineering department. Refreshments were
served. Their leaders for the year are:
Gus Simpson President
Keller Phillippe Vice-President
Charles Bate Secretary
Jim Haley Treasurer
A. S. G. E.
The American Society of Civil Engineers started ofi
their year with a successful get-together smoker on Oc-
tober 3. As part of the program, the seniors led group
singing. The freshmen were introduced to the faculty and
the officers who for the coming year are:
Sterling Snyder President
Bud Christiansen ^.Vice-President
Marianna Schroeder Secretary
Gene Estes Treasurer
A. S. M. E.
The officers of A.S.M.E. at the present time are:
Paul Salerno (Chairman
Bill Mareneck J'ice-(Jhairinan
George Mays Treasurer
Robert Tuell Secretary
At their first meeting Professor Leutwiler and Professor
Espy each gave a short message to the new members and
old explaining the benefits of the organization and also
it's function. At their next meeting which was held on
(October 21, technicolor movies on the production of steel
were shown.
A. I. E. E.
The -American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
departmental organization for the E. E.'s, is headed by the
following officers:
Vernon R\dbeck President
Donald Henry Vice-President
Jay Hinchcliffe Secretary
Bob Krieger Treasurer
They had their usual freshman welcome on September
23 where they met the faculty. The freshmen were enter-
tained by the seniors with a skit about studying for an
E. E. 25 exam.
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A. S. A. E.
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers is
open to any student with six hours of Ag. Engineering.
They started the year off with a picnic with the new
members at Professor Lehman's home. Professor Lehman
is the head of the Ag. Engineering Department. The
organization is ably guided by the following officers:
Ben Muirheid Presidenl
William Ciraves J'ue-Presidint
Gilbert North Treasurer
A Li r ray Fourth Seeretnry
CHI EPSILON
The ci\il engineering honorary. Chi Epsiion, held their
first meeting on September 29. Their officers for the year
are
:
Bud Christiansen President
Bill Schacht Jlee-President
Ray Ackerman Seen /my
Homer Wong Treasurer
Dan Bechly Editor of Transit
^Lul\• of their speakers this year will talk on non-
technical subjects. Also they are planning a fall picnic
before its gets too cold. Liitiation plans are also under
waw
NAMES IN THE NEWS
((Continued from pa{/e 16)
He remarked that the football team was doing a lot
better than most people expected it would. Although he
liked "Zup" very much and thought he was a good coach,
he thinks Eliot is an excellent man to replace him. He
also said that the team is behind Eliot one hundred per
cent.
DALE HANKINS
From north of Green street we have another man who
has made good in activities ; namely, seruor track manager.
We are speaking of Dale Hankins, a senior in mechanical
engineering. He is a member of the Athletic Council,
Sachem, Mawanda, Pi Tau Sigma, A.S.ALE., and has
been president of his fraternity, Zeta Psi.
Dale's home town is one of the tri-cities, Moline.
While in Molin High School, he played basketball for
two years, participated in dramatics, and was associate
editor of the yearbook. His hobby is sports of anv kind,
especially swimming and badminton.
He spent an interesting summer working at Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft Company in East Hartford, Connecticut.
His work gave him an opportunity to observe all the work-
ings of a large plant. He was in the factory payroll rating
department whose job it is to rerate wages according to
different requirements. Some of the considerations are skill
needed, experience needed, type of education needed, value
of the tools used, and the physical strain on the employees.
Dale got acquainted with engineers from other schools
doing the same class of work and made many friendships.
Their social activities were somewhat limited due to the
fact that they were in the center of gas rationing. They
did make a few enjoyable trips to New York and the
ocean, however.
Dale's 4.0 average was instrumental in getting him a
2-A classification which will allow him to finish school.
He is very anxious to graduate, but after that he will
either go into industry or a branch of the service depending
entirely on L'ncle Sam.
SAVE TIME WITH THESE
HANDY fuEKM TAPE- RULES
Every basy engineering stu-
dent needs a Tape-Rule for
his vest pocket — where it's
handy and ready for those
dozens oi little measuring jobs
that come up every day.
There's no need wasting time
in search of a tape or in try-
ing to guess the measurement
Just reach in your pocket for
your "Meiurall" or "Wizard."
Your dealer can help you
select the one you need. ,,^^
.-^^^^
106 L...,.». :•> SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
WINDSOR, ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
NEW YORK
I af«r«tl« St.
.tA
^V.L TOOLS,
TO OUR yA%l WAR EFFORT
• Efficient small tools, such as"Greenfield" has
been manufacturing for more than 70 years, are
essential to America's armament program.
"G.T. D. Greenfield" Taps, Dies, Twist Drills,
Reamers and Gages are helping to build planes
and tanks, ships and guns on a thousand
"production fronts."
America's great metal working industry has
learned by long, practical experience that the
"G.T. D. Greenfield" trade mark means utmost
reliability and accuracy in these vital tools.
GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD, MASS., U. $. A.
'i^GREENFIELD
lAPi Dl£S GAGK • rwiSI OHltU • lt£AMUS JCJUW PLAIES
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's all Yours . . .
ADVANTAGES:
Provides general and specific information concerning all
fields of engineering.
Introduces activities and accomplishments of your fellow
classmates, faculty, alumni, and leaders in industry.
Presents news selected and prepared for engineers.
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION:
The thought and spirit of engineering students at Illinois.
FOUNDATION:
With engineers since 1885; that ought to make it suffi-
ciently permanent.
YOUR OWN engineering college publication. Its
success is determined by the support you give it.
SUGGEST - CRITICIZE - JOIN THE STAFF - SUBSCRIBE
CONTRIBUTE ARTICLES - PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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A. S. C. E. CONFERENCE
The first annual Midwestern Regional Conference of
the Student Chapters of the American Society of Civil
Engineers at Wisconsin L niversty started off with addresses
of welcome by Dr. Daniel Mead and Dean Thompson
at 10:00 Friday morning, May 1, 1942. Dr. Daniel Mead
is probably, since Professor Talbot's death, the most noted
and loved Civil Engineer in United States and is a past
president of the A. S. C. E. Dean Thompson is the present
dean of the Wisconsin Engineering School. Their ad-
dresses were inspiring and were very enthusiastically re-
ceived. At the conclusion of Danny Mead's talk he passed
out cards with this inscription:
"THE SUCCESS FAMILY
The father of success is
—
Ifork
The mother of success is
A inhition
The oldest son is
Coiiiinon Sf/isc
Some of the other bo>s are
—
Stability
Courage
Perserverance
Honesty
Thoroughness
Foresight
Enthusiasm
Cooperation
The oldest daughter is
(Jhariii ter
Some of her sisters are
Personality
Cheerfulness
Loyalty
Courtesy
Care
Economy
Sincerity
Harmony
The baby is
—
O fiportunity
Get acquainted with the "old man" and you will be able
to get along pretty well with all the rest of the famih.
—Anonymous "
Dr. Mead's parting words were "Don't take your-
self too seriously and don't take anybody too seriously".
Following the welcoming address we heard Dr. Edgar
End of ^Larquette University lecture and show slides of
"The Physiological Problems of High Pressure Work".
Dr. End has contributed greatly in this field. From ex-
periments, he found out that divers could go almost twice
as deep by mixing helium in the ox\gcn they breath under
great pressures as compared with the old mixture of
nitrogen with the oxygen. The old record of a 22(1 foot
descent is now broken with a 420 foot descent. High
pressures have a mental effect on di\ers, who, according to
Dr. Ends, are screwy people anyway. One of the best
divers in the British Navy was so affected by pressure
that he tried to unscrew the bolts holding his helmet on
with the idea of crawling thru the small hole thus created
.HiGGinS
Photo bir U. S. trmy SIgnll
Corps of 40 mm. Bofors
Anti-ilrcrafl gun tiken al
tberdeeii Proving Ground.
iIILiIjIIIo waterpriiof
DRAWING l\KS
for swift, accurate work "under fire"
Speed on fhe drawing board is vital /o Viclory, /oo. That's
why engineers, draftsmen, artists depend on Higgins today
—OS they have for more than 60 years. They know Higgins
Inks will flow freely, evenly, into sharp-edged, accurate
lines—broad or fine, drawn swiftly or slowly in damp
weather or dry, on paper or tracing cloth.
HIGGII1S mr, r.d, mi:. • /jnonKLVjv, jv. y.
(this is not humanly possible) and then climbing up the
air cable to the surface of the water. Another diver sent
down to look at a sunken boat tied him.self to the boat
and then demanded to be pulled up.
If it were not for Dr. End and his discovery of the
use of helium in diving, the submarine "The Squalus "
would not be operating in the Pacific today. The present
name of this submarine is "The Sailfish ".
The above ended the program for Friday morning and
we then took luncheon at the Wisconsin Wesley Founda-
tion. President Elwyn King '42 introduced the speakei',
"Parson Jim" Flint, by saying that Mr. War/.ene of the
Wisconsin Chapter said he was a "damn" good preacher
whereupon "Parson Jim" said he didn't know how Mr.
Warzene knew that, as he never came to church. Parson
Jim's after dinner talk was highlighted by stories of his
recent trip over the big pond. The ship he was on ran
into a heavy sea about three-fourths of the way over. Some
of the passengers went up on the deck to watch the fin'y
of the sea and one, a little girl, was washed overboard.
Any attempt to save her by lowering a lifeboat was im-
possible and no lifebuoy that was thrown came near her.
With superhuman effort, he made the rescue. As he swung
his foot over the rail of the ship, a reporter rushed up
and exclaimed "You are the greatest hero I have ever seen,
what are your first words?" With his chest heaving for
air the man wiped the water off of his face and eyes and
answered, "Who pushed me overboard?"
Because of the national situation the afternoon was
devoted to a symposium on "Aerial Bombardment Protec-
tion" by Professor R. J. Roark, University of Wisconsin ;
Mr. John Messmer, Construction Superintendent of Mil-
(Continued on page 22)
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TECHNOCRACKED...
By PAUL SALERNO, M. E. '43
Enthusiastic freshmen, smait-aleck sophomores, com-
placent juniors, and ver\' bored seniors are in evidence on
the engineerinfi campus again this year. There is a differ-
ence, though, in the boys that went to summer school.
They look a bit more shop\\f)rn than those of us that
worked { ? ) this summer.
This department is amazed at the active participation
of the engineers in politics ui the past two years. When
Tom ^VIcEneely, M. E. '42 discovered that the engineers
could swing an election and put John Mcintosh for class
president last year, the wise politicos south of (jreen street
have followed suit. This year they had Hob Alexander
running for vice-president on the Liberty Party ticket and
Bud Christiansen, C. E. and Bill Mareneck, \1. E. running
for president and vice-president, respectively, on the infant
Surprise party ticket. Bud didn't kno\\- until two davs
before that he wa.s ruiuiing. Wow, what a surprise! He
went to each sorority personally and made a campaign
speech. Too bad about the surprise party. We would have
liked to see two engineers in office instead of one.
We've been wondering what sort of vitamin capsules
Hill IVLaraneck uses. He can be seen almost any night
with a female companion, and yet his university average
is 4.')S. Wow!! Bronze tablet, here we come!
The university is contributing to the scrap metal drive
ui a big way. Witness the piles of scrap at various places
on the engineering campus. We understand that more
than one instructor was forced to hide some of his pet
equipment from the searching eyes of the scrap hiniters.
Still, the drive was probably a good thing. Notice how
clean the crane bay in Talbot lab looks.
We found out the other night that the materials rubber
shortage has caused more trouble than one might suppose.
The girl friend said she found herself trying to unfasten
her liquid stockings from the girdle that she ga\c to the
scrap rubber dri\e a month ago.
When asked why girls don't wear cotton stockings,
she answered, "Don't \ou know what happens to girls who
wear cotton stockings?" We answered no.
"Nothing," she said.
It is usual at this time of the year for the conductor
of this column to give some sage advice to the incoming
freshmen. Here goes. Bidwells is the best place for candy.
At least it was until they put a window in the back room.
Stay out of Hanle\s on a Saturday night. You won't b?
able to compete with the sailors. Don't bother to go over
to the 608. It's closed.
Don't be discouraged if you can't get a date some night.
Remember, that if you divide the number of males on this
campus b\' the number of women, you will come out with
approximately .1.42687 (slide rule calculations).
In addition to the W.A.V.E.S. and the W.A.A.C.S.,
we now have the W.E.E.D.S. These won't effect your
hay fever, though. Their full title is Women's Emergency
Engineering Drafting Service. (Incidently, this isn't the
1-A type of drafting that we are talking about.) This is
realh' on the legit. We know a couple of W.E.E.D.S. up
in Chicago.
Because the senior inspection trips are no longer possible,
some of the senior \l. E.'s were considering .seriously tak-
ing a few kegs over to the basement of the Abbott power
plant and spending the equivalent time there. Hm, not a
bad idea.
A. S. C. E. CONFERENCE
( (Idiitiniii d fidin fiiu/c 21)
waukee County; and Mr. J. G. Kessler, Fire Prevention
Engineer of the State of Wisconsin. The types of bombs
discussed were the 500 pound demolition bomb, the 30
pound fragmentation bomb and the 2.2 pound incendiary
bomb. (M these the most economical and also the most
effective destroyer is the incendiary bomb. Engineers in
this field have developed basic formulas with which to
calculate the action and characteristics of these bombs.
Knowing that we would not remember the formulas and
the different graphs between Blast Pressure and Time, the
whole discu.ssion was summarized by saying that it was not
economically practical to build structures to resist bombs.
The evening banquet was held in the C^ld Madison
Room of the Wisconsin Memorial Union. The speaker
was Pat Norris a well known after-dinner speaker and
his topic was "Supersonic Sound Waves". Mr. Norris, a
Wisconsin graduated engineer, gave us a \ ery humorous
definition of a Decibel and told of some of the funnier
incidents of his school days. These well placed technical
jokes made us engineers feel right at home. By this time
everybody was in a mirthful mood and the talk was jur.t
getting started. Since a paper record of this hour thit
Freddie Horton '43 will always be laughing about mif;!^
reveal .some trade secrets, it will have to be stricken from
the records.
After the banquet came the ball, the most successful
e\ent of all. According to the boys the blind dates were
good looking and nice and here we must again pay a tribute
to the Wisconsin A. S. C. E. Student Chapter for the care
and work they went to in arranging this and also the other
parts of the program. Without a doubt this was a re-
markable feat, for absolutely e\-er\ part of the program
went off without a hitch.
Saturday morning was spent with talkies on "Un-
finished Rainbows" by the Aluminum Company of .'\merica.
"Defense and the Telephone" and "Safe (luarding Military
Information" by the Western Electric Company and with
the presentation of a paper on the "Design and Technique
of Welded Joints" by Mr. Archer of the Lincoln Electric
Company. Oddly enough the great de\eloiiment in this
field has come in the last ten years just as in the High
Pre.ssure Field which was discu.ssed by Dr. Ends. This
development has been so great that it is now almost im-
possible with present day equipment and shielded electrodes.
to make a bad weld.
The first annual Midwestern Regional Conference of
the Student Chapters of the A. S. C. E. was adjourned
following the announcement of the names of the officers
for the next meeting which would be held at the Uni\ersity
of Illinois and expressions of thanks to our host for the
fine time we all had.
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BLAZING THE WAY
TO FASTER PRODUCTION
As EASILY as a kiiife cuts through pancakes, this
white-hot oxy-acetylene flame zips through stacks of
steel plates . . . turning out metal parts in a fraction
of the time required hy other methods.
Cutting as many as twenty plates at a time, this
knife that never dulls . . . guided by positive tem-
plates . . . can follow the sharp twists and turns of
highly complicated patterns. Oxy-acetylene stack-
cutting saves shaping, machining, and assembly time.
It produces parts of identical size and shape. It re-
duces scrap losses . . . makes possible substantial sav-
ings in subsequent machining and fitting operations.
Stack-cutting is only one of the many oxy-acety-
lene processes for cutting, fabricating, and treating
metals which manufacturers are using to speed up
production today. Whether cutting up scrap ... or
skimiing steel alive by planing a light cut from the
four sides of steel blooms as they speed down the roll
table ... or helping to shape and weld finished steel
. . . the oxy-acetylene flame is a tireless worker in
modern manufacturing.
Would you like to know how flame-cutting and other oxy-
acetylene processes could be applied to your business? You are
cordially invited to avail yourself of the store of knowledge
Linde technicians have assembled over a long period of years.
The imporlaiu developments in flame-culting—an<l other proc-
esses unci methods for producing, fabricuting. and treating
melids—which have been made by The Linde Air Products
Company were greatly facilitated by collaboration with Union
Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories. Inc.. and hy the
metallurgical experience of Electro Metallurgical Company and
Haynes Stellite Company—all Units of Union Carbide and
Carbon Corporation.
THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
S OFFICES INPRINCIPAL CITIES
6'BCamfius /i/ews
COLLECTOR
VINCENT J. SCHAKFER, ot the G-E Researcli
Laboratory, used to collect snowflakes, and because
ot his hobby metallurt;ists now have a simple method ot
observing details ot metal structures tar too tine to be seen
with an ordinary microscope.
The young scientist's method ot " casting" snowflakes
in a film of Formvar has solved the problem ot how to get
a metal specimen thin enough to be examined in the elec-
tron microscope. (This device uses electrons instead ot
light to form the magnified images, and the electrons
must pass through the specimen.)
A thin film of resin, stripped from the specimen and
retaining all the details of the metal surtace, can be placed
in the microscope and be magnified as much as 100,000
diameters.
CALAM/TV /OE
EVERYTHING happens to Joe.
And anything is likely to happen when he picks
up the welder's electrode, because Joe MaGee, an animated
cartoon character, doesn't know the first thing about weld-
ing. Throughout the new Ci-E instructional movie, "The
Inside of Arc Welding," he seems to do the wrong thing.
Copyright, 1942, General Electric Company. Schenectady. N. Y.
But Joe does a good job of teaching you how not to
strike the arc and how not to control the metal in the
molten pool. His bungles, plus close-ups of the arcs in
action, make this full-color film "one ot the most helpful
training aids ever offered to the welding industry."
The movie is in six parts. Each part {16 mm.) is com-
plete in itself—a lo-minute sound production covering
one particular phase ot arc welding in full detail.
Organized groups may borrow the films with no charge
other than transportation costs; schools and industry
may buy single reels at cost
—J52 each— tor use in training
welders. Write Campus News, General Electric, Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
THE one announcer in the country who can give
weather forecasts over the air is a mechanical man
who broadcasts from a point 12 miles up in the stratc^-
sphere, where next week's weather is in the making.
This mechanical investigator, whose heart is an electron
tube, works for the U. S. Weather Bureau. He weighs
only a couple of pounds and looks like a large box camera.
As a small balloon takes him up, the robot broadcasts
the atmospheric conditions he finds. Tuned in with a
ground receiver, the radio signals tell the temperature,
wind velocity, etc. The balloon bursts at the low pressure
limit (about 60,000 feet above ground), and a parachute
brings the radio sonde, as it is called, down to earth.
The mechanical weatherman carries a calling card with
his return address on it in case he gets lost on the way
back.
GENERALA ELECTRIC
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